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ABSTRACT

The critical surface of the quenched bond-mixed square-

lattice 'spin-1/2 first-neighbour-interaction ferromagnetic

Ising model (with exchange interactions J, and J_) has been

investigated. Through renormalization group and heuristical

procedures, a very accurate (error inferior to 3x10*" in the

variables t. - th (J./k_T)) approximate numerical proposal for

all points of this surface is presented. This proposal simul

taneously satisfies all the available exact results concerning

the surface, namely p = 1/2, t = ŷ 2~ - 1, both limiting
c cslopes in these points, and t~ = (1-t, J / d + t ^ for p = 1/2.

Furthermore an analytic approximation (namely

(1 - p) ln(l + t ^ + p ln(l + t2) =(l/2)ln 2 ) is also proposed.

In what concerns the available exact results, it only fails

in reproducing one of the two limiting slopes, where there is

an error of 1% in the derivative: these facts result in an

estimated error less than 10 (in the t-variables) for any

point in the surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the"last few years, considerable attention has

been focused on various interesting experimental and theoretical

aspects offered by disordered magnetic systems. In particular

quite an ammount of theoretical work has been devoted to quenched

bond- and site-diluted and bond- and site-mixed ferromagnetic

IJeisenberg and Ising models ~ . Because of its relative

simplicity, the quenched bond-disordered square-lattice spin-1/2

first-neighbour-interaction ferromagnetic Ising model has deserv-

ed special attention, mainly in what concerns its phase diagram.

are now
(20,22-27)

Consequently a certain ammount of exact results are now

available, as well as several approximate treatments

In order to be more specific, let us introduce some

notation. The Hamiltonian of our system will be given by

where <i,j >runs over all the first-neighbouring couples cf sites

of a (cyclic) square-lattice, and J.. is a random variable which

takes the value J, with probability (1 - p) and the value J2with

probability p, the distribution being independent for each bond.
„ *- ^ . ^ t i *,. . L I (2 •» , 2 5 ,2 7 ,2 8 )

For future convenience we shall use the variable ' ' '
t = th (J../knT) (hereafter referred to as the thermal transmit-

1] B

tivity of the bond ) • Hence the J. .-probability distribution may

be characterized by
P(t) = (1 - p) 5(t - tx) + p 6(t - t2) (2)

where ti = th (J^/kgT) for i = 1,2, and ti 5- 0 (i.e. J± $. 0) by

hypothesis (since we are dealing with the ferromagnetic case) .

In this way, Eq. (1) and (2) completely define the quenched iso-

tropic homogeneous bond-mixed Ising model whose equilibrium

statistics (at temperature T) we want to study. After remarking

that the transformation (l-p,t1,t2) <-> (p,t2,t, ) alters nothing

but our arbitrary conventions, let us stress that this model

contains some interesting particular cases: a) the pure Ising

model corresponds to p = 1 (V t,) , or p = 0 (^tJ, or t^ = t 2

(Vp); b) the bond-percolation limit corresponds*3 >Hl 29' 3o) to

t^ = 0 and t2 = 1, or t1 = 1 and t 2 = 0; c) the bond-diluted
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Ising model corresponds to t, = 0 or t. = 0; d) the equal-

concentration mixed Ising model corresponds to p = 1/2.

The present model is generally expected to have (though

there is no rigorous proof), in the (p,t,,t2) space (or equiv-

alent.ly in the (p,T,ct) -space, where a = J,/J 2), a critical sur

face which separates the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic regions

(which are connected through a second-order phase transition).

The accurate quantitative determination of this surface consti-

tutes the central aim of the present paper. Some essential

exact values are already known, namely:

t c = t2(p=l) = \fT- 1 (Ref (14))

Pc = p(t1=0,t2=l)' = 1/2 (Ref (15))

= -(6/2~- 8) = -0.485 (Ref (16))
3P

3t2 = -4 In 2 = -2.773 (Ref (18))
t1-oft2-irP=pc-

1 - t,
t2(p=l/2) .= - rVt1£ [0,1] (Ref (19,20))

1 + tl

To the best of our knowledge no other independent quan

titative exact results (concerning the critical surface) are

available.

In the present paper we develop three different approx-

imative calculations of the critical surface: through a renorm-

alization group (t-RG hereafter) in Section II, through heuris-

tic arguments in Section III, and through another renormalization

group (s-RG hereafter) in Section IV.' All three are remarkably

close among them, and satisfy (either exactly or quite closely)

the above exact results. Furthermore everything leads to the

conclusion that the whole unknown exact surface runs }>etweén the

heuristic and the s-RG ones. Through a convenient interpolation,

we take advantage of this fact and calculate (still in Section

IV) a fourth critical surface which has no pretenaion of analy-

tical exactitude, but which exactly reproduces alI the above

.results, and whose accuracy we strongly susoect (although we

cannot provo it) to be greater than 3xlO~"* in the t2~variable

for any given (p,tj) pair.
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II. t-RENORMALICATION GROUP

The present treatment is a natural generalization of one

(nanely RG2) developed by two of us (C.T. and S.V.F.L.) in Ref

(27); also, it closely follows the lines of Ref (24). It im-

proves both, as we will see later. . It consists in constructing

a real-space renormalization group (RG) which renormalizes the

probability distribution given by Eq. (2) into

P' (t) = (1 - p') 6 (t - tp + p1 6 (t - tp (3)

.L L -- •• *- ^ -i ,. •_ J -i ^ (i* .2 5 ,27,25-31 )

through use of a self-dual H-shaped cluster .

(very suitable for the square lattice), whose probability dis-

tribution is given by

p H ( t ) = (1 -p) Ô
2 t

t - t -
1 . 1 +t-2 +

u 1 2 1
+ 4p (1-p)* fit- ,

t2 f
2P2 ( I f

.3
t -

1 + + t t + t

r t, + t.to t- t,t2 + t2to i
+ 4P

2(1-P)3 6 j t - - i 1 2
 ;

1 2 L i + 2p2 (1-p, 6
^ 1 + t t 2 + t 2 t + t 3 t !

1 2 ;

t -

+ 2p 2 (1-p)3 6

+ 2p 3 (1-p)2 6

+ 2p 3 (1-pf 6

+ p'» (1-p) 5

2t t + t t 2 + t3 1 f t 3

t i + 2D (1-p) 6 t -
t 2 t

J 1 + 2 ^ 2 + t 2 t |

2 + t 2 + ?t- t-2
x + t 2 -i ^ t 1 t 2

t -

t -

2tlt
2

+ 4p3 (1-p)2 6 t -

I- 4P1* (1-p) 6

t]_t2

,

+• •»

2 + 2 t l f c2 J

+ p 5 6 t -
2 t j

2 t j
(4)

We nov; require that the; equations

<t>p , =
H

l = <t2>

, = <t3>
H

(5.a)

(5.b)

(5.c)
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be satisfied (<...> denotes the standard mean value; for example

<tniJ, = (1-p1) (tpn + p' (t^)n ). In this way we obtain p*, t | and |

tl as functions of p, t . and t 2 , or, in brief,

ip \ t£ , t jp = R(p, t l f t2) (6)

The solutions of the equation (p,t1,t2) = R(p,t1#t2) give us the

fixed points. Through recurrent application of transformation

(6), we get flow lines in the (p,t,,t2)-space (see Figure 1).

Their structure enables us to numerically establish the approx-

imate critical surface we are looking for. Furthermore, the

linearization of (6) in the neighbourhood of every interesting

fixed point normally leads to a non-vanishing jacobian matrix

whose largest eigenvalue allows for calculation of the approx-

imate critical exponent v (associated to the correlation length

Ç), and whose eigenvectors reveal the slopes of the approximate

critical surface.

The particular RG we are dealing with provides two inte

resting physically distinct fiKed points (besides the trivial

ones t1=t2=0 and t1=t2=l, marked D in Figure 1). The first of those

points is the percolation fixed point (p=l/2, t,=0, t 2=l),

or equivalently (p=l/2, t,=l, t 2=0), which is a source (marked

A in Figure 1). The other one is the Ising fixed point (p=l/2,
t l = t 2 = ^2~"1^' marked B in Fig. 1, but which physically is the

same as the points C and C , as well as the line segments join-

ing them. This is a saddle-point, stable within the critical

surface, and unstable out o f it. In other words, this situation

clearly defines a critical surface, namely the set of all the

points whose flow lines lead to the Ising fixed point B. It is.

worth remarking that the flowing sense of the flow lines sup-
(16)

ports the general expectation that the critical exponents

of the two-dimensional mixed Ising model are those of the pure

Ising model for the whole critical surface, with the unique ex-

ception of the pure percolation points. The main results of the

present critical surface are give'n in Table I, and we notice

that they agree fairly well with the known exact ones. In Table

II we present a few points of the three-dimensional curve

obtained by intersecting the critical surface with the cylindrical

surface a = 0.2 = JJ/JJ = argth t^argth t2 (see also Figure 2 ).
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Let us now compare the present results with those ob-

tained in Refs (24,27). All three treatments lead to the exact

results p =1/2 and t =/2~-l, but the present one leads to bet-c c

ter agreement with exact values for the diluted model (more

precisely for (6t2/3PJ ^ t 0,t-=t and Ot 2/3 P)J p = p ,t =0,t =1>

as well as for the equal concentration mixed model (where com-

parison is possible only with Ref (24).) The reason for the

better performance of the present RG is that all three para-

meters (p,t,,t2) are allowed to renormalize, whereas only two

are allowed to do so in RG2 of Ref (27) (where t'=t.=0) and

in Ref (24) (where argth tVargth tl = argth t./argth t_ = a).

Furthermore universality is automatically preserved if all

three parameters renormalize, whereas t..-(ora-) dependance

of v (or any other exponent) is to be expected in the other

cases.

The approximate critical exponents obtained within the

present RG are v. = 1.149 (to be compared with the exact value

1) , V = 1.423 (to be compared with the possibly exact value
P (22)

In 3/(2 In(3/2)) = 1.355^ '), and finally $ = 1 (which is the

exact value.) A crossover exponent $ equal to unity cones from

the fact that the jacobian matrix of R in the percolation

point has its three eigenvalues degenerate. The values we

have obtained for v , v and $ have already appeared in pre-

vious works (2-., 27, 2 9, a o) ̂  a s t h e y e s s e n t i a l l y depend on

the cluster chosen to perform decimation and not on the degree

of freedom allowed for rehormalization in the parameter space.

III. HEURISTIC APPROACH

Let us now present a heuristic reasoning which led

nevertheless to a quite accurate approximation for the critical

surface we are looking for. It is well known{ that the

critical temperature of the pure rectangular Ising model is

givel by .

sh (2Jx/kBTc) sh (2J2/kBTc) = 1 (7)

:ine

one t by

If we define the dual thermal transmittivity t of a given



tD - f^| (8)
then (7) may be rewritten as

*1 = t2° (Or fclD = t 2 ) " (?I)

On the other hand the natural definition for the dual occup-

ancy probability p of a given one p is

PD = 1 - p . (9)

Hence the well known critical line p, + p_ = 1 for aniso-

tropic bond percolation in square lattice may be rewritten as

Px = p 2
D (or p1 = p2) (10)

which puts it onto the same grounds as the above thermal crit-

ical phenomenon, as described by (7'). Finally let us recall

that the critical line of the equal concentration mixed model

is also given(1*f2° by (71) , and that the self-duality

of the isotropic square lattice imposes t =t and p =p , which
immediately lead (through Eqs. (8) and (9)) to the well known
critical values t =/2~-l and p =1/2.

c c

After these preliminary considerations, let us now

proceed to rewrite (7') in the more symmetric form

(1 + tx) (1 + t2) = 2

hence

ln(l +-t1)+ln(l + t2) = In 2 . (p=l/2) . (7M)

Furthermore t =/T~-l , which leads to

ln(l + tx) =(l/2)ln 2 (p=0)

and

ln(l + t0) =(1/2)In 2 (p=l) .

A natural extension of these last two expressions and (7"),

applicable to p £.[o,l],is given by

(1-p) In (l+tx) + p ln(l+t2) =(1/2)In 2 . (11)

Let us now test this expression in a particular case completely

unrelated to the cases used to build (11), namely the diluted

model (that is, t,=0). We have

p ln(l + t2) =(1/2) In 2 (II1)

hence Ot-/?)p) , = -4 In 2 (which is the exact result)

and (Dt,/3p) . _ =-(In 2)/ \fF~ (less than 1?. error — see
£ p-l,t-2-tc

Tnbie I ); Thir, performance (which certainly surprised üs) is

superior to that obtained by an excellent approximate algorithm
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proposed by Oguchi and Ueno (Eq. (3.5) of Ref (20))r which may

be rewritten as

(1-P) t± + P t2 = (1-p) - 3 - 5 ^ + p j-^ (12)

v;hich also exactly reproduces the pure and equal concentration

models, but leads, in the diluted limit, to

9 t 2 l
= -8/3 (3.8% error)

= -1/2 (3.0% error).
3P

To develop the reasoning further, we define a new var-

iable s by

s = l"d + t)

whence we are led to put (according to Eq. (8) ) as dual variable s

s D = 1 - s . (14)

Now this is a very interesting property: if we consider the

s-probability distribution

P(s) = (1 - p) 6(s - s±) + p j(s - s2)

corresponding to Eq. (2), and its dual probability distribution

PD(s) = ( 1 - p ) £(s - s^) + p 6(s - s2
D) ,

Eq. (14) implies that <s> + < s> = 1 (see also Ref (27)). In
D

view of all this, Eq. (11) may be written in a natural way as

<s> = <s> = 1/2. , (11»)

the first of these equalities being justified by the fact that

the square lattice is self-dual. Incidentally, we notice that

Eq. (12) may also be written as

which is justified on similar grounds, and of which Eq. (9)

of Ref (27) is but a particular case (more precisely the

RG3 approximation presented in Ref (27) corresponds to the

dilutcd-model limit of Oguchi and Ueno's approximation).
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Let us finally remark that Eq. (11") has the same form

as the square-lattice critical line of a certain generalized

bond-percolation problem where the aleatory variable (named

fidelity and noted a) has a probabilistic nature; in particular

the dual transformation is a = 1-a, in clear analogy with both

Eqs. (9) and (14). We have not succeeded in understanding the

physical concepts underlying Eq. (11) and its peculiar proper-

ties. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that the numerical res-

ults describe very closely the exact surface (see Figures 1 and

2 and Tables I and IT). In Figure 3 we have represented (out

of scale) the relative position of the present approximation

with respect to the possibly exact result, for the case t. = 0.

IV. s-RENORMALIZATION GROUP AND COMPARISON

We took advantage of the encouraging properties asso-

ciated to the s-variable (and in particular the fact that it

leads to the exact critical line for p = 1/2, which the t-RG

did not), and constructed another RG (noted s-RG) to approximate

the critical surface. Eqs. (5) will be replaced by

<s(t)> , = <s(t)> (15.a)
H

< (s(t))2> , = < (s(t))2>p (15.b)

< (s(t))3> , = < (s(t))3>p (15.c)

where Pf and P are still those respectively given by Eqs. (3)

and (4). If we take into account the one-to-one analytic rel-

ation between s and t, it is clear that, if the distributions

had enough parameters to allow the imposition of infinitely

many equations (instead of only three) , the t-RG and the s-̂ RG

would have led to one and the same transformation. But as only

a finite number of relations are demanded, then there is certain-

ly no reason for t-RG and s-RG to be the same, and indeed they

are not. In fact, although s-RG leads to a structure of fixed

points and flow lines much the same as that of t-RG (see Figure

Í), the present surface is clocev to the supposed exact result

(see Table I).
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lt has already been remarked that, if a point (p,t, ,t,)

belongs to the exact crftical surface, the complementary point

(l-Pftjft.) also belongs to it. This is an immediate consequence

of the definitions. Now it is also to be expected that the point

(p,t, »t_ ) (see Eq. (8)) will also be on the exact surface, since

the lattice is self-dual. In particular, this is the case for

p=l/2, whence Eq. (7'). In this way, only one region of the

(p,t.) plane is '-elevant in the determination of t_ for the cri-

tical surface; for instance, the region {t^ s /2~~liP * 1/2).

The other regions can be immediately analyzed, once we have the

results for the first one; it suffices to apply the transformation*

(p,tlft2) <-> (Pit^tj0) <-* (l-p.t^tj) ^> (l-p,^ 0,^ 0).

For this reason the comparison will be made only for the region

( t ^ /2~-l,p > 1/2).

Our three approximate critical surfaces and the exact

one share the pure percolation points (A, in Fig. 1), and the

pure Ising lines (lines C'C and CB in Fig 1). The s-RG and

heuristical approximations satisfy the transformation (p,t,,t_)

<-> (Pft. ,t_ ), and in particular the equal concentration mixed

line (AB in Fig. 1), but the t-RG does not. The exact surface

shares, with the heuristic one, the slopes near the pure perco-

lation points, and, (within an error inferior to 10 ) with the

s-RG one,the slopes in the pure Ising points (C in Fig. 1).

See in Fig. 3 (out of scale) how the heuristic, the s-RG and

the supposed exact surfaces cut the plane t,=0.

In the region considered, we may order the critical

surfaces in a simple manner: starting in Fig. 1 from the plane

t-=l and going towards the plane t2=0, we first cross the heu-

ristic critical surface, then the supposed exact one, then comes

the s-RG and finally the t-RG ones.

Let us now discuss a point which no doubt deserves

analysis: we have assumed all the time that the whole unknown

exact critical surface is being bounded (above or below) by our

successive approximations, and more precisely that it lies

between the heuristic and the s-RG ones. What are the facts

on which wo have built our conviction, in spite of the absence

of a rigorous proof? To answer this question let us first

introduce the definitions
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2

and

at
T =

A greek-letter superscript indicates the various approaches we

have been considering: RGl to RG6 of Ref. (27), the present t-RG,

heur-istical and s-RG approximations, Oguchi and Ueno's approxi-

mation (see Eq. (12)), and finally the exact solution. Our rea-

sons are as follows: a) whenever x, < x, (resp. x~ < xo ) we i

have x2 >, x2 (resp. x, 2- x, ) ; this fact allows us to order •

all the approaches (the exact-as well as the approximate ones); i
i

b) whenever the limiting slopes T and x o suggested that a !
1 £ i

given critical line (or surface) was let us say below another j
i

one (in the region (t, < /~2~-l, p » 1/2)), this was indeed veri- ;

fied (in all the approximative approaches) for the whole line !

(or surface) in that region; c) last but not least, Thorpe and '
(26) ' '•

McGurn also state (certainly for quite independent reasons),

without general proof, that, in. this kind of problem, the '

limiting slopes so strongly tie the critical line (or surface )

that nothing happens but a smooth variation linking the extreme-

ties. |
i

For these reasons, we can state, with a certain degree '

of confidence, that the exact surface lies between our heuristic

and s-RG critical surfaces. Furthermore, let us recall that !

the heuristic one approaches very closely the exact surface

in the neighbourhood of p=l/2 (as suggested by the derivatives) , •

and that the same thing happens with the s-RG one in the neigh-

bourhood of p=l. So, we adopt, as a final numerical proposal, !

with no pretension of analytic exactitude, the following linear

interpolation for all values of p and t, for which there is a

phase transition.
tj = 2 ((1-p) t 2 (heuristic) + (p-1/2) t2 (s-RG)) |

(16) :
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Typical numerical results for this last proposal are

presented in Table III (below those associated to s-RG). We

estimate the error of t~ to be inferior to 3X10 for all pairs

V. CONCLUSION

I
We have developed a numerical proposal for the exact

critical surface of the isotropic homogeneous quenched bond-

mixed square-lattice spin-1/2 first-neighbour-interaction •

ferromagnetic Ising model. The high accuracy that has been

obtained (see typical values in Table III) , with an estimated !

error less than 3x10 in the t-variable, confirms that adequate I

use of renormalization-group techniques provides a powerful j

tool for constructing numerical approximations of critical quan- I

tities, and its performance may compete with the best standard j

approximation procedures (low- and high-temperature series, !

Monte Carlo methods, etc.). Let us however recall that, in Í

what concerns the critical exponents v and vt, the precision j

obtained in th-? present work was very poor (6% error in v and ;

15% error in v. ); to improve in this sense we must consider j

larger cells (see for instance Ref. (30)). !

Our best proposal (t~(p,t,))simultaneously satisfies ;

all the available exact results (namely p =1/2 ' ', t = YT~-i. ' , ;
c c I

^ _„ = -4 In 2 (le , Ot^/3p)| __, ^ _n = 8 - 6 /Y~
l 1 C ) , I

and tx = (1 - t2)/(l + t2) for p=l/2
 (19'20 >.) However, if a .

very high accuracy is not required, the simple analytic relation

(Eq. (11)) •

(1-p) ln(l + tx) + p ln(l + t2) =(1/2) In 2

providos an excellent approximation to the critical surface we

are interested in, as it satisfies all the above quoted exact

results w.Lth the unique exception of (?to/2p)f , . _n, where

it has an error inferior to 1%: these facts result in an error

for t2 (or t.) inferior to 10" for any point in the surface.
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As a last comment let us say that the present results

exhibit the importance, within the renprmalization group frame-

work, of allowing the parameters of the problem to have the

maximum possible freedom for renormalization, in order to avoid

undesirable artificial effects either on the critical lines or

surfaces, or on the critical exponents (apparent loss of univ-

ersality) .

It is a pleasure for us to acknowledge interesting re-

marks from R B Stinchcombe. One of us (C.T.) acknowledges also

a fruitful critical comment from F Souza Barros, and another one

(S.V.F.L.) a fellowship fron CNPq/Brazil.
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CAPTION FOR FIGURES AND TABLES

i

Fig. 1 - t-RG, s-RG and heuristic critical surfaces (they are '

indistinguishable within the present scale); the flow j

lines correspond to both t-RG and s-RG; the'line ABA. i

lies in the plane p=l/2; the line CBC corresponds j

to t1=t_ = ̂ ~~-l; the surface is invariant under the

transformation (p,t-,t2) <-> d-p»t2,t,).

Fig. 2 - The critical temperature as a function of J2~bond con-

centration for different values of oc= J-,/J2 ^
the t~RG/

heuristic and s-RG curves are indistinguishable within

the present scale). The ferromagnetic (resp. para-

magnetic) phase is stable on the low (resp. high)

temperature and high (resp. low) concentration side

of the corresponding critical line.

Fig. 3 - Relative position (out of scale) of the (supposed)

exact critical frontier (broken line) and the heuristic

(line 1) and s-RG (line 2) frontiers, in the plane

t1=0 (diluted model).

Table I - Main results associated to the present three approx-

imate, as well as to the exact critical surfaces (the

heuristic and s-RG surfaces preserve the exact relation

t 2 = (l-t1)/(l+,t1) for p=l/2 ) .

Table II - Comparison of the present three approximate'critical

lines associated to a= J T / J 2
 = °*2 (see a l s o Fig. 2)

Table III - Typical values of the critical surface t2(p,t,)

(top number: t2 (s-RG) ; bottom number: t^ , where tTJ

is our best proposal).
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